WSOP EUROPE IN CANNES – WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
Due to French law and space constraints, the 2012 WSOPE will take place at two separate locations in
Cannes, France.

Location One:

Hôtel Majestic Barrière

This location will serve as the tournament headquarters. It is the main hotel, all bracelet events will start here
and all final tables will be contested here.
The hotel has a nice restaurant (Fouquet’s) and 24-hour room service, plus cart service featuring drinks and
snacks will be offered in the tournament rooms. There are also several dining and shopping options within
walking distance of the venue and the Mediterranean Sea is directly across the street.
Day 1’s – All WSOPE gold bracelet events will begin at the Hotel, in either the Croisette Ballroom (Location 1)
or in the Diane Ballroom (Location 2)
All final tables for official gold bracelet events will take place at the Hotel in the Martha Ballroom. (Location 3)
The Media Center will be located at the hotel just outside the Martha Ballroom (Location 3) adjacent to the
ballroom hosting the final tables.

Location Two:

Casino Barrière de Cannes Croisette

This location is a full-fledged casino and is located 300 yards from the Hotel. Due to French gaming
regulations, all buy-ins and payouts must be done at this location.
All event registration will be conducted just inside the casino on the left-hand side. Most events will require
players to register here and then bring their seat card/receipt to the Hotel to start their event.
Players may leave money on deposit at the casino cage and then draw down those funds for events without
having to go back to the casino. As long as funds are on deposit, players can register at the hotel.
The casino will house the “re-start” tournament room, with all Day 2 play for gold bracelet events being held
here. Since the majority of those cashing will do so on Day 2 play, it made sense to have this location serve as
the “re-start” playing area.
All players will be required to have a “Casino Pass” (casino loyalty card program) prior to registering for an
event. After going through this process once, players just need to bring their card to register for other events.
All guests entering the Casino whom are not European citizens must provide a Government-Issued Passport to
gain entry. All European citizens must show Government-issued identification or a passport.
All payouts will be handled at the Main Casino Cage at this venue. Note, the venue is closed from 4-10 AM
daily, thus payouts can only be processed from 10 AM to 4 AM daily.
A small media workspace will be available in this tournament room.
This casino offers a variety of table games and slot machines, a poker room, multiple dining locations, a
nightclub and a rooftop patio bar overlooking the yacht harbor. It is within walking distance to the hotel and an
abundance of shopping and dining.
http://www.wsop.com/2012/WSOPE/

